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Know someone who would benefit from our investment management or financial 
planning expertise? Share this email with them or contact us today at 
matt@eadsheald.com. 
 
U.S. stocks registered solid gains during the first quarter, building on the strong returns posted 
over the last 3 quarters of 2020.  Each of the major indexes pushed further into record territory 
and the S&P 500 eclipsed 4,000 for the first time.  It has been a little over a year since the market 
reached the pandemic-related low.  The recovery since then has been swift with the S&P 500 
returning 56% over the twelve-month period ending March 31, 2021. 
 
After some initial difficulties, the roll-out and availability of the COVID-19 vaccine has ramped 
up.  Approximately 40% of the U.S population has received at least one dose of the vaccine and 
almost a quarter are fully vaccinated.  There is hope that in the near future everyone over the age 
of 16 who wants the vaccine will be able to receive it. 
 
As the vaccination trends have moved in a positive direction, many of the restrictions that were 
put in place to slow the spread of the virus are slowly starting to be eased.  Diners are returning 
to restaurants, passengers are flying again, and hotel occupancy is improving.  Granted, many of 
the hardest hit segments of the economy remain below pre-pandemic levels, but the trends are 
moving in the right direction and are expected to continue improving.  
 
Further boosting sentiment and supporting the market rally was the passage of a $1.9 trillion 
fiscal stimulus package, which among other things, included $400 billion in direct payments to 
many Americans.  Lawmakers have now enacted over $5 trillion in legislation aimed at 
managing the pandemic and providing aid to families and businesses. 
 
In addition to the stimulus package passed by Congress, the Fed has also maintained its 
accommodative policies geared toward supporting the economic recovery.  Although the Fed 
revised its outlook to reflect a quickly accelerating economy and a falling unemployment rate, it 
held firm in its projection to maintain the interest rate it controls near zero through 2023.   
 
The amount of money already unleashed on the economy combined with an additional multi-
trillion-dollar infrastructure bill, interest rates near zero, and an improving economy have 
reignited fears of inflation.  Inflation has remained benign for several decades, at times running 
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consistently below the Fed’s 2% target.  While inflation fears have failed to transpire following 
many recent episodes of fiscal stimulus, it bears watching the trend over the coming years given 
the amount of money that has been injected into the system. 
 
All sectors in the S&P 500 index posted positive returns for the first quarter.  The Energy, 
Financial, and Industrial sectors led the way with double-digit returns.  The previous market 
leaders, Technology and Consumer Discretionary sectors, posted more modest returns of 2% and 
3.1%, respectively. 
 
Value stocks outperformed growth stocks during the quarter.  Albeit only one quarter, this 
reverses a long period of sizable outperformance by growth stocks. Similarly, small-cap 
companies bettered their large-cap counterparts in the first quarter.  Like the disparity between 
growth and value, large-cap stocks have generally outperformed small-cap stocks over the last 10 
years. 
 
We view the strong recovery in corporate earnings as generally supportive of the stock market.  
Furthermore, our Fair Value Channel currently places the S&P 500 firmly within the channel, 
suggesting neither extreme overvaluation or undervaluation.  Nevertheless, there are some 
metrics that suggest some measure of caution is warranted.   
 
One of the data points we track and monitor internally is a deviation metric of the S&P 500 stock 
index. There are two extreme zones this metric occasionally enters: “Euphoria” (when the market 
index is well above a relative threshold) and “Despair” (when the market index is well below a 
relative threshold).  The rapid rise in the market has pushed the S&P 500 into “Euphoria” 
territory and while this does not necessarily predict an imminent fall in the market, it does 
suggest that a near-term correction or pause in its rise are a distinct possibility.  This metric, 
along with the trend in inflation, are two items that we will be monitoring closely over the 
coming months and quarters. For the moment, we do not foresee any material changes in our 
long-term investment strategy. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us whenever we may be of assistance. 
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